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ABSTRACT
This project explores the nature of memory and metamemory for face-name pairs using a dualprocess approach to Judgments of Learning (JOLs) initially described by Daniels, Toth, and
Hertzog (2009). Young adults (n = 48, mean age = 19.15) studied a set of 96 face-name pairs.
Interleaved with these study trials were JOL trials in which participants were asked to rate the
likelihood that they would remember a name when later prompted with its corresponding face
and the first letter of the name. This rating occurred either immediately after studying a facename pair (immediate JOL) or after a delay of six or seven other face-name pairs (delayed JOL).
Then, at test, participants were shown the faces along with the first letter of the corresponding
names and asked to recall the names that were paired with the faces. When a name was
produced, participants were further asked to describe whether they recollected the name as being
paired with the face ("Recollect"), whether the name came to mind automatically without any
recollective details ("Know"), or whether they had no memory for the face-name pairing ("No
Memory"). Results showed a small but significant difference in memory accuracy such that
name recall was better in the delayed JOL condition, compared to the immediate JOL condition.
Results also showed that JOL accuracy was significantly higher for face-name pairs in the
delayed compared to immediate JOL condition, thus extending the delayed JOL effect to the
recall of names cued with faces. Finally, replicating Daniels et al. (2009), name recall
associated with Recollection was found to provide the most reliable diagnostic of future memory
performance, relative to Know and No Memory judgments, although this pattern varied in the
immediate and delayed JOL conditions. Overall, the data suggest that JOL accuracy for facename pairs is primarily driven by recollective-based memory and that the delayed-JOL effect can
be replicated with face-name pairs.
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METACOGNITIVE ACCURACY FOR NAME-FACE PAIRS USING A DUAL-PROCESS
APPROACH TO DELAYED JUDGMENTS OF LEARNING

INTRODUCTION
One of the most significant cognitive processes that we use regularly is our ability to
remember names and faces together. Whether the situation that demands the task is social (such
as a party) or just for entertainment (like remembering an actor in a movie), the act reflects
cognitive processes that are frequently used, but never fully examined by the observer. While the
importance of memory for peoples’ names and faces is immediately recognizable, the extent to
which we use these processes and the ways that we can improve them continue to be explored by
researchers of cognition, memory, and psychology in general.
The purpose of this research is to continue the inquiry into the underlying cognitive
forces that drive our memory for names and faces and the methods that we can use to increase
our memory for them. Much of the past research into memory for these items has garnered many
interesting results and suggests that learning pairs of faces and names is considerably more
difficult than just names, faces, or bits of personal information by themselves (McWeeny,
Young, Hay, & Ellis, 1987; Watier & Collin, 2011). The difficulty in this research, of course,
lies in the fact that names and faces are processed by two different parts of the brain, as indicated
by ERP research and the neural correlates associated with each process (MacKenzie &
Donaldson, 2009; Weise, Schweinberger, 2008; Pickering & Schweinberger, 2003); but, despite
this, the two processes remain intricately connected and help govern our social cognitive
functioning on a daily basis.
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By examining metacognition as it relates to name-face pairs, this project will explore two
of the most important skills that an individual uses when remembering a person’s name and face:
predictive and retrospective memory. If individuals are prompted with the task of remembering a
name of importance, will they be able to accurately predict how well they will later remember
that name? Or will they incorrectly predict their ability to remember and remain unable to recall
the person’s name when they see them next? These are just a few of the questions underlying the
theoretical objectives of this research.
In the current experiment, two main focuses of inquiry concerning memory for names
and faces were examined. The first is to examine the functions governing predictive memory
accuracy in memory for names and faces while the second is to examine one particular method
that may improve accuracy for these items. To examine metamemory for name-face pairs, we
employed the dual-process judgment of learning (JOL) technique used by Daniels, Toth, and
Hertzog (2009; see also Toth, Daniels, & Solinger, 2011) wherein JOL ratings were analyzed in
terms of whether participants retrieved the name in a consciously controlled fashion
("Recollection" or R), or whether the name was retrieved more automatically, unaccompanied by
memory for details of prior encounters with the name-face pair ("Know" or K). We expected to
find that name recall accompanied by recollective detail would be the primary source of JOL
accuracy for the face-name pairs, whereas name recall unaccompanied by recollective detail
("Know" or "No Memory (N)" responses) would contribute little to JOL accuracy.
To examine the methods that increase our memory accuracy for names and faces, JOLs
for half of the studied stimuli were immediate, meaning that the slide requesting a JOL occurred
immediately after the slide initially presenting the face-name pair. The other half of the stimuli
were “delayed,” meaning that the second judgment slide was separated by a given amount of
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time. In this, we hoped to find both increased memory for the delayed items, as well as a
delayed-JOL effect (Nelson & Dunlosky, 1991), which shows increased JOL accuracy for
delayed, as compared to immediate, items. We calculated this effect using gamma correlations as
well as a "backsorting" procedure whereby JOL ratings from the study phase were analyzed in
terms of the R/K/N judgment made at test (Daniels et al., 2009). Finding this pattern would
indicate that metamemory performance is increased when items being remembered are shown at
an initial memory task and again at a relatively later time. Overall, this will show the importance
of recollection rather than more automatic forms of memory in the monitoring of name-face
pairs, and will also examine a potentially useful strategy to increase memory performance with
face-name pairs. These two results would both replicate the findings of Daniels et al. as well as
present new research to the field of metamemory for names and faces.

COGNITION AND METAMEMORY
Historically, metacognition has always been acknowledged, though left unnamed for
hundreds of years. Even early philosophers such as Descartes were amazed by the phenomenon
and theorized on the process. According to Metcalfe (2000), Descartes was enthralled with basic
ideas underlying metacognition: “It was not so much thinking that was indisputable to Descartes,
but rather thinking about thinking. He could not imagine that the person engaged in such selfreflective processing did not exist” (2000, p. 197). These ideas of self-reflection were not
systematically examined again until the late nineteenth century when introspection and
psychology were first introduced. Some researchers contend that early figures such as Borden
Parker Bowne (1886) and Henry James (1890) attempted to study the monitoring of learning, but
with limited success (Cavanaugh & Perlmutter, 1980). James was, however, successful in
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researching a memory phenomenon that would later become important to the development of
metamemory as a distinct area of inquiry: the tip-of-the-tongue (TOT) phenomenon, or a
memory that feels close to being recalled yet still remains elusive to the individual (James,
1950).
Metacognitive theory as is it recognized today only began to take shape in the midtwentieth century. Hart (1965) began researching the nature of memory and self-monitoring for
instances of recall in which the individual cannot produce the desired information, yet still feels
strongly about knowing the answer and their ability to recognize the correct item. To measure
these instances of memory monitoring, Hart introduced the idea of feeling-of-knowing (FOK), or
a self-diagnostic of “what is stored in memory when the retrieval of a memory item is
temporarily unsuccessful or interrupted” (1965, p. 214). He examined this state by testing
participants on their general knowledge and then asking them to rate their confidence of how
well they knew the answer beside the question. Though Hart’s research introduced empirical
aspects to what we now know as “metacognition,” the phenomenon still had not taken a definite
form.
Five years after the introduction of FOKs, Tulving and Madigan (1970), in their
comprehensive review of memory theory, concluded their paper by stating that memory research
needed to “start looking for ways of studying, and incorporating into theories and models of
memory, one of the truly unique characteristics of human memory: its knowledge of its own
knowledge” (p. 477). The authors did not explicitly name this phenomenon as “metamemory,”
nor was the term used much in the years following, but the article is still considered to have
inspired much of the metacognitive research to come.
Levels of processing
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Some of the first research to implicitly recognize metamemory theory in the 1970’s was
studies on levels of processing (LoP). Craik and Lockhart (1972) acknowledged in the LoP
theory that the representation of incoming information from an individual’s environment
depends on the type of analysis they performed on it. They also theorized that the amount of
information that will be retrieved is dependent on the nature of the “code,” such that information
encoded conceptually will be better remembered than information encoded perceptually (Craik
& Lockhart, 1972; Jacoby & Craik, 1979).
In LoP studies, other researchers have acknowledged the role of self-monitoring in
encoding and analysis. Ornstein and Corsale (1979) noted that incoming information is
processed by a series of “analyzing structures” that serve as interpretive filters, showing that
knowledge is implicit in the LoP paradigm. While “deep” processing is greatly affected by a
person’s preexisting knowledge structures, biases and mnemonic strategies also play an
important role. LoP research has also found that participant knowledge about retrieval influences
the depth of the processing and enhances memory at the encoding stage (Hunt & Rawson, 2011).
Furthermore, recent studies have found that recollective distinctiveness (rather than familiarity)
is the most indicative of deeper processing (but see Toth, 1996), though the underlying reason as
to why deeper processing is more distinctive still remains debated in the academic literature
(Gallo, Meadow, Foster, & Johnson, 2008).
Theoretical framework for metacognition
The most influential boost in research on metacognition came decades after the LoP
paradigm emerged and was introduced in Nelson and Narens’ (1990) widely influential paper on
metacognition. In this, they introduced a dynamic theory of metamemory that separates the
phenomenon into three principles (Figure 1). The first principle states that there are at least two
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Figure 1. Illustrates the relationship between the object-level and the meta-level and the flow of
information in the metacognitive framework (top half). The lower three figures represent theories
of memory that disregard metacognition, accentuating the fallacies of the models that show
control of information without feedback (1), knowledge of the information present but no control
(2), and symmetrical modalities in which neither is meta-level to the other (3). Adapted from
Nelson and Narens (1990).
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different interrelated levels of metamemory: the object-level (what we would think of as memory
and cognition) and the meta-level (metamemory and metacognition). The second principle states
that a mental representation or abstract idea of the object-level exists in the meta-level, though
not the reverse. This idea stems from previous research that suggests that monitoring systems
must emulate the systems they wish to regulate, i.e. metamemory is an emulation of its
controller, memory (Conant & Ashby, 1970). Lastly, the third principle postulates that
“monitoring” and “control” are the “dominance relations” between the object- and meta-levels,
depending on the flow of information (Nelson & Narens, 1990, p. 127). These researchers
defined control as the mechanism that the meta-level uses to modify either the processes
directing information to the object-level or the object-level itself. Monitoring is described as how
the object-level communicates with the meta-level. Since the meta-level is a representation of the
object-level, its state can change to reflect the information sent to it. Since the object-level does
not model the meta-level, the object-level does not undergo any modal changes. The implications
of the research, then, encourage further exploration into the idea that systematic introspection
can change system behavior. The research presented here influenced the beginning of
investigations into JOLs and help shape the current theories of metamemory that are still around
today (Nelson, Dunlosky, Graf, & Narens, 1994).

MEASUREMENTS OF MEMORY MONITORING
Before the current methods of measuring metamemory (such as the ones used in this
experiment) came to fruition, they underwent a long transformation of maturation and growth.
The first empirical analysis of memory monitoring came with Brown and McNeill’s (1966)
investigation of the tip-of-the-tongue (TOT) phenomenon. Here, the TOT event was referred to
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as the state in which one feels that they know some target information and that it is on the verge
of being accessed, but they cannot recall it. This would lead to eventual recall of the sought-after
information, or the recognition that memory retrieval has failed (1966). To test this, the
researchers compiled a list of words that are rarely used in conventional speech, but not so
uncommon that the participants would not know what the word meant. During the experiment,
the researchers would read aloud the definitions of these words to participants. If the individuals
felt as if they were having a TOT experience, then they would fill out an information sheet
describing their experience. To measure the reliability of the TOT state as a memory monitor, the
researchers examined the correlation between the reported believed number of syllables and the
actual number of syllables in the target word, which proved to be significant. They also looked at
a number of other factors associated with memory for the word that could indicate the strength of
the TOT experience and its accuracy in predicting the word the person was trying to remember.
Overall, the researchers found that the TOT state is a very good monitor of episodic memory
(1966). Despite the success of this initial predictive memory task, the authors acknowledged that
there were some fundamental problems with the analysis. To start, only a few of the words in
each trial actually evoked a TOT state, making the test a highly unreliable measure. The
reliability of the participants’ responses also presented a problem since the predictive accuracy
for a word in a TOT experience cannot be examined consistently within subjects. Given these
problems, Brown and McNeill’s research was self-described as a “fragmentary data problem”
(1966, p. 328).
Another memory phenomenon that was essential to the development of our current
thinking about metamemory was first described by Hart (1965) and called the feeling-ofknowing (FOK), as described earlier in this paper. For their methods of measurement, the
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researchers asked the participants to rate how well they believed they knew the material. In the
first experiment, this was done by completing a common knowledge test and answering “yes” or
“no” to questions they could not answer as to whether they felt like they would know the correct
answer if provided on a list. After the knowledge test, the subjects were then asked to go back
through the test again, but this time with four answer choices listed. For this experiment, the data
was analyzed through two measures: a common hit/miss analysis as to whether the question was
answered correctly and another assessment of predictive memory accuracy. An answer that was
left blank in the first task, given a “yes” judgment, and then correctly recollected was labeled as
an FK hit. If the participant judged “no” for a blank item and subsequently failed to provide the
correct answer, it was labeled as an FK hit (1965). In this first experiment, the researchers found
that while individuals were mostly accurate judges of what they did know (FK), they were very
poor judges of what they believed was not in their memory (FK).
In the second experiment, the participants were asked to perform the same tasks as in the
first experiment, but with a rating system that was modified to measure different degrees of
uncertainty (Hart, 1965). In this, the levels of accuracy that the participants reported were graded
from 1-6, 1 being the lowest level of certainty and 6 being the highest. This time, when the data
was analyzed using the dichotomous procedure in Experiment 1, both types of “hits” (i.e. when
the individual gave a higher rating for an item that was subsequently produced or a low judgment
for one that was not produced) were both found to be reasonably high predictors of memory
performance. Furthermore, the proportions of the correct answers as a function of each of the
numbers on the scale were found to be more accurate for judgments of higher confidence (4-6)
than lower confidence (3-1). This mirrors the first experiment and shows that lower-level FOKs
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are less accurate at predicting future memory performance than are the higher-level FOKs
(1965).
The analyses of the lower confidence ratings in the FOK literature gives rise to many of
the theoretical issues that have been presented for JOLs, specifically the dual-process paradigm
(Daniels et al., 2009). Current research on memory helps account for the lack of reliability of
negative FOKs and its relationship to familiarity. The cue familiarity hypothesis framework
introduced by Reder and Ritter (1992) introduces the idea that familiarity can account for
memory inaccuracy, especially when it comes to FOKs. A person’s prior knowledge of a subject
and terms associated with an item can inhibit their memory performance and will cause the
person to mistake their own unconscious familiarity with the item’s associations for true
knowledge of the item. This negative effect of prior knowledge on memory performance has
been replicated in both FOK (Carol & Buss, 1988; Carol & Simmington, 1986) and JOL tasks
(Toth, Daniels, & Solinger, 2011).
Judgments of learning
The first research to be conducted on judgments of learning (JOLs) was conducted by
Arbuckle and Cuddy (1969). Similar to the research by Hart (1965) on FOKs, the first
experiment used a simple yes/no procedure to make memory predictions. For this experiment,
however, the target items were read aloud and then judged as to whether or not the individuals
believed they would remember them at a later test. This dichotomous procedure proved to be
effective as perceived memory success (i.e. “yes”) was shown to be a significant predictor of
future memory performance (Arbuckle & Cuddy, 1969). This procedure was modified in the
second experiment by providing a scale of judgments ranging from “very likely” to “very
unlikely” as predictors of future memory. Another aspect added was a post-test judgment
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indicating the subject’s confidence that they had produced the correct item, using a judgment
scale similar to that used in the study portion of the experiment. The results of the study showed
a significant relationship between memory predictions and subsequent performance, particularly
with recall (1969).
JOL theory has since progressed and has been the subject of much theoretical
investigation over the years (e.g., Koriat, 1997; McCabe & Soderstrom, 2011). These
investigations have mostly examined the question of what variables influence JOLs and JOL
accuracy. To explain judgments of learning, theoretical approaches have focused on two
different subsets of conceptual frameworks: unidimensional and multidimensional (Jang &
Nelson, 2005). For unidimensional theories, JOLs and recall are believed to be governed by the
same information. At study, then, participants would examine a particular item, assess the
strength of their memory for that item, and base their judgments on the level of memory strength
they perceived. The trace-access theory, for example, postulates that a strong correlation
between recall and JOLs is to be expected since they are affected by the same underlying factor
(Hart, 1967). Noise, limited degree of precision in the JOL scale, and other variability issues
make the correlation between the two less than perfect (Loftus, Oberg, & Dillon, 2004). The
memory-strength theory, another influential unidimensional theoretical framework, is also
concerned with the reasons as to why JOL-recall accuracy is less than perfect (Busey, Tunnicliff,
Loftus, & Loftus, 2000). One explanation for this discrepancy is that the fineness of the
judgment scale limits the precision with which participants can make their judgments (Jang &
Nelson, 2005). Another explanation theorizes that, although the person is trying to selectively
assess memory strength from long-term memory, irrelevant information in working memory
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during the time of immediate judgments adds noise to that judgment, making immediate JOLs
less accurate than delayed JOLs (Dunlosky & Nelson, 1992).
In contrast, multidimensional frameworks of JOLs theorize that multiple cues underlie
these judgments and drive their accuracy (Jang & Nelson, 2005). The best example of this is
Koriat’s (1997) cue-utilization theory, which suggests that individuals use different cues to
predict recall (such as pair relatedness or imageability) and that, in addition, JOLs can be based
on subjective experiences such as processing fluency (Koriat & Bjork, 2005). Predictably,
processing fluency has been shown to significantly decrease JOL accuracy (see Begg, Duft,
Lalonde, Melnick, & Sanvito, 1989; Benjamin, Bjork, & Schwartz, 1998; Hertzog, Dunlosky,
Robinson, & Kidder, 2003; Koriat & Ma’ayan, 2005; Koriat, 1997; Matvey, Dunlosky, &
Guttentag, 2001; Rhodes & Castel, 2008), although the participants’ knowledge of the difference
between the study and retrieval environments has also been shown to reduce inaccuracy (Koriat
& Bjork, 2005).
Similar to the theoretical frameworks associated with JOLs, the methods that are used to
analyze the accuracy of these judgments have greatly evolved. Today, JOL accuracy is
determined by examining resolution, which measures the extent to which individuals can
discriminate what will and will not be remembered (McCabe & Sodersom, 2011). High
resolution, then, would be an instance of an individual giving high JOLs at study with accurate
recall at test or producing low JOLs at study and low recall at test. Low resolution, in contrast,
would occur when high JOLs were given for items that were not later remembered and/or low
judgments for items that were remembered. One of the most common statistical methods to
compute resolution (and one that will be predominantly used in this experiment) is by the use of
modified Goodman-Kruskal gamma correlations (Goodman & Kruskal, 1954; Nelson, 1984). A
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Gamma correlation is a measure of association (i.e., a correlation coefficient) that is calculated
for the individual and then averaged across the sample (Nelson, 1984). In recent studies, gamma
correlation coefficients have also been tested using different types of measurement that calculate
varying aspects of metamemory. Toth et al. (2011), for example, determined gamma correlations
in terms of Standard Coding and Recollection Only Coding. The researchers computed Standard
Coding by regarding recollected items that were given R and K judgments as hits while
Recollection Only Coding was computed by only regarding recollected items that were judged as
R as hits. These two types of coding were used to assess whether JOL accuracy could be
enhanced if the analysis was limited to instances of recollection (Toth et al., 2011).
Process dissociation
As previously mentioned, metamemory research, particularly with JOLs, relies heavily
on the differences of the quality of the memory for the information that is being produced. For
the present metamemory experiment using recall, retrospective judgments (ones that are made
after memory production) can be classified into two categories: remembering, or the recollection
of specific episodic details, and knowing, or memory for an item unaccompanied by such details
(Gardiner, 1988). Similar to JOLs, these remember-know judgments can also be explained by
unidimensional and multidimensional theories, but for the purposes of this research, a dual-state
explanation will be used. This dual-state theory holds that these judgments are two perfectly
valid, though imperfect, measures of two different states of conscious awareness, and that
individuals are experienced in distinguishing between the two (Gardiner, 2001; McCabe,
Roediger, McDaniel, & Baltoa, 2009). Many theorists hold that remember/know judgments
should be treated as functions of recollection and familiarity (Parks & Yolinas, 2007), though
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some researchers believe that there has yet to be a definite distinction found between the two
types of judgments (McCabe & Soderstom, 2011).
An important paper in our understanding of different memory mechanisms was by
Jacoby (1991) in his influential paper on recognition memory. In this paper, he introduced the
process dissociation framework and suggested that memory is governed by two distinct
processes: intentional influences (i.e. recollection) and unconscious influences (i.e. familiarity).
In this, he argues that automaticity should not be mistaken for memory of certain details; rather,
he states that automatic influences are governed by perceptual characteristics of an item, such as
an individual’s occupation (Mandler, 1980), and prior knowledge. Jacoby (1991) also suggests
that the framework can extend to memory recall and not just recognition. In a more recent review
of the process dissociation framework, however, Yonelinas (2002) acknowledges the limitations
of the theory to recall due to the different test cues’ (i.e. item-cues vs. cued-recall) response
requirements and scaling methods. In essence, a scaled drop in accuracy for a recognition task is
not proportionate to a drop in accuracy in a recall task (2002). Despite this, Yonelinas has also
provided evidence that remember/know judgments are indices of recollection and familiarity
(Parks & Yonelinas, 2007).
Immediate vs. delayed
An important development in our understanding of metamemory was the finding that
delaying predictive judgments for to-be-remembered items produced significantly higher JOL
accuracy compared with those items that were judged immediately. This phenomenon is referred
to as the delayed-JOL effect by Dunlosky and Nelson (1992). These researchers argued that
delayed judgments are based on information retrieved in long-term memory (LTM) and that, in
contrast, information that is immediately available in short-term memory (STM) would produce
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significant amounts of noise in the individual’s memory analysis. This monitoring dual
memories perspective holds that information from LTM is much more indicative of future
memory performance than information received from immediately encoding an item (Dunlosky
& Nelson, 1992). Another theoretical account of the delayed-JOL effect is the self-fulfilling
prophecy framework that suggests that judgments made on a delay will be higher for those items
that were successfully retrieved at the delayed judgment rather than those that were not
(Spellman & Bjork, 1992). In other words, judgments are more accurate for these items since the
delay gives the individual an opportunity to make one successful or unsuccessful retrieval before
it is required later in the test thus altering the state of the knowledge to be remembered (1992).
Another theory that is believed to govern the accuracy behind the delayed-JOL effect is
the transfer-appropriate monitoring model, introduced by Dunlosky and Nelson (1997). In the
current study, the efficacy of the transfer-appropriate monitoring theory is certainly reasonable
since the theory states that the delayed condition provides a similar cued-memory environment to
the actual test condition and, in turn, increases individual monitoring accuracy (1997). Some
studies have shown, however, that in some instances this framework is not applicable, such as
with associative recogntion (see Weaver & Keleman, 2003).
In the present study, we will examine each of these three theories and assess the validity
of each as they relate to our results. Theories surrounding the delayed-JOL effect in cued recall
tasks for face-name pairs have yet to be examined empirically. Since presentation of the
judgment slides shown to the participants after studying the name and face together are identical
to the ones shown at test, we expect to find that transfer-appropriate monitoring will provide an
accurate explanation to the results. Similarly, the self-fulfilling prophecy framework will also
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prove to be interesting since the participants will be given a chance to make an initial recall
during a delayed judgment slide.

MEMORY FOR NAMES AND FACES
Memory for names and faces is one of the most widely researched areas in cognitive
psychology. Although current research has been most prominent with studies on the cognitive
differences between younger and older adults (e.g., James, Fogler, & Tauber, 2008; NavehBenjamin, Guez, Klib, & Reedy, 2004; Old & Naveh Benjamin, 2011; Tse & Roediger, 2010) as
well as in diagnostics in Alzheimer’s patients (Greene & Hodges, 1996; Rentz et al., 2011;
Werheid & Clare, 2007), it is certainly not limited to this type of research and has been expanded
into many different topics in the field. Some of the most intriguing literature exploring these
types of associations include event-related potential (ERP) research that explores the different
neurological processes that underlie memory for names, memory for faces, and the associations
that are made between the two (MacKenzie & Donaldson, 2009; Pickering & Schweinberger,
2003; Weise, Schweinberger, 2008). Early psychological research in this field, however, began
much differently and focused more on the two types of stimuli separately, often within the
context of the processing (LoP) paradigm originally set out by Craik & Lockhart (1972).
Levels of processing
The LoP paradigm was first introduced to counter the multi-store memory model
introduced by Atkinson and Shiffrin (1968). As opposed to thinking of memory as a storage
system that can be broken down into sub-units (sensory memory, short-term memory, and longterm memory), the LoP paradigm introduced a more dynamic model that suggested that memory
performance is a function of depth of mental processing (Craik & Lockhart, 1972). This depth of
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processing is seen as a continuum that ranges from shallow to deep processing with intermediate
values in between. Shallow processing (e.g. processing based on the letters of a name) has been
shown to yield a weak trace of that memory in storage, one that is susceptible to forgetfulness
when the trace decays. Deep processing (e.g. processing based on meaning), however, has been
shown to leave very strong traces in memory and greatly decreases the probability of trace decay
even after longer periods of time. As the paradigm has matured, other variables such as transferappropriate processing and familiarity have been found to be appropriate modifiers of the theory
(Lockhart, 2002; Toth, 1996).
In researching memory for faces and names, the levels-of-processing theory became
significant as its application to semantic encoding was explored. In one study exploring memory
for personal information, McWeeny et al. (1987) ran an experiment that prompted the
participants with the last name and occupation of 16 given faces and asked them to recall the
information when prompted with the corresponding face. Any contextual graphics that could
have provided clues as to the faces occupations were removed and each face was randomly
assigned an occupation and surname. The results from the study showed that names of faces
were significantly harder to remember than were the occupations assigned to them, even when
the occupation was “baker” and the last name “Baker” (1987). This implicates semantic
encoding (i.e. deep processing) as a contributive memory mechanism in the study and further
suggests that information that has conceptual meaning will be processed deeper than information
of a more arbitrary nature. In remembering name-face pairs, it is now common practice to
encourage building semantic relationships between the face stimuli and the corresponding name
(Wiese, 2011), particularly in memory research with older adults (Schmidt, Dijkstra, Berg, &
Deelman, 1999; Troyer, Haefliger, Cadieux, & Craik, 2006; Yesavage, Rose, & Bower, 1983).
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Model of facial recognition
Advances in levels-of-processing research performed on name-face associations and
semantic memory lent itself to the model of facial recognition originally set out by Bruce and
Young (1986).Their model postulated that different sub-processes worked in unison to encode
faces into memory. When an individual first views a face, a “view-centered description” is
derived from the perceptual input and records the features that are important in facial
recognition, such as age and sex. As this initial input is processed, the information that it derives
provides a basic facial structure that is used to help compare that face to others that are stored in
memory. After the initial phase, the structure-based information is then transferred to “face
recognition units” that are used in conjunction with “personal identity nodes” to help identify a
person from their memory (1986). Researchers believe that this facial-recognition process is
governed by the fusiform gyrus in the temporal lobe (Kanwisher, McDermott, & Chun, 1997;
Kanwisher & Yovel, 2006).
In this model of facial recognition, semantic memory has been shown to increase the
strength of the “personal identity nodes” for the face and, subsequently, the memory recall of an
individual’s personal information (Bruce, 2009). Deep encoding of both facial and personal
characteristics, then, will lead to better production of a name when prompted with a face.
Intention to learn
Another important aspect of memory for names and faces that has been shown to
significantly affect performance is the intention to learn. First introduced in the academic
literature by Kausler and Lair (1965), intentional learning refers to the idea that participants will
yield much greater recall for items when they are told that their memory will be tested at a later
time. This original study on intentional learning and paired-associates has recently been
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modified to test memory for names and faces, most notably by Troyer et al. (2006). In their
experiment, intentional learning, along with self-generated information for the names and faces
(i.e. semantic memory), yielded the highest memory accuracy for free recall of names, yes-no
recognition of faces, cued recall of names, and name-face matching in older adults (Troyer et al.,
2006).
Metacognition and name-face associations
Mandler (1980), in his famous paper outlining theories associated with familiarity in
recognition memory, first helped describe metacognition and unconscious memory for names
and faces by providing an example from a bus ride. In this example, an individual spots a man
whom he is certain he has seen before, but he is not sure how or from where or when he knew
him. As the individual searches through his memory, he sifts through semantic information (i.e.
if he was seen at the supermarket) to help procure his association with the man. Eventually, the
man realizes that the man is somebody that he sees regularly (“That's the butcher from the
supermarket!”) (p. 253). Today, this example is commonly referred to as the “butcher on the
bus” phenomenon in which a relatively automatic form of memory (familiarity) encourages a
search for recollective details about a target item. The phenomenon has also laid a basic
foundation for current research in memory and metamemory for name-face associations.
Following Mandler's study, research on metamemory for names and faces still remains a
fairly new line of inquiry. Separately, though, these two types of stimuli have garnered many
interesting projects researching metacognition. In researching Jacoby’s (1991) process
dissociation framework, for example, Parkin, Gardiner, and Rosser (1995) examined how
different types of rehearsal would affect recollection and familiarity when studying faces. They
found that when the faces were studied under conditions of divided attention, the number of
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“remember” responses significantly decreased while the amount of “know” responses remained
relatively unchanged. In the second part of their study, participants were prompted to study faces
that were shown either immediately or after a delay. In this, the “spaced” condition increased
“remember” responses and reduced “know” responses. This research on facial recollection and
metacognition has also been extended to facial distinctiveness and differing contexts (Godden &
Baddeley, 1980; Sommer, Heinz, Leuthold, Matt, & Schweinberger, 1995).
Metacognitive research exploring memory accuracy for names and faces together still
remains relatively untouched. Much like the current experiment, recent studies on the subject
have been interested in the unreliable nature of name and face learning. Tauber and Rhodes
(2010), in researching the metacognitive errors that lead to memory inaccuracy for proper names,
found that JOL accuracy was much higher for common information attributed to a person (i.e.
occupation) than was the proper information (i.e. name). These results reveal a need for
provisions when it comes to remembering name-face combinations due to the metacognitive
deficits that come with them (2010).
In researching metacognitive deficits in older adults, Toth, Daniels, and Solinger (2011)
tested memory accuracy for both young and older adults using the names and faces of actors
from the 1950’s and 1990’s. In this, they found that prior knowledge of the 1950’s actors helped
older adults in remembering episodic details about studying the actor's name, but also decreased
their JOL accuracy for the same actors by increasing feelings of familiarity which, in turn,
distorted their predictive memory judgments. This research also implicates recollection as the
driving force behind metacogntive accuracy (2011).
Some interesting cognitive research has also been dedicated to the neural correlates of
metamemory and JOLs using memory for names and faces. Do Lam et al. (2012) used name-face
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pairs to determine if the neurocognitive mechanisms that govern metamemory strategies (the
medial prefrontal cortex) are linked with the mechanisms that govern memory and retrieval (the
medial temporal lobe). Overall, they found that JOLs incorporate retrieval processes in memory
and metacognitive accuracy for names and faces.
OVERVIEW OF THE PRESENT STUDY
The goal of the present study was to examine memory and metamemory for face-name
associations using a dual process approach to JOLs (Daniels et al, 2009; Toth et al., 2011).
Participants studied a set of 96 face-name pairs, making JOLs to each pair based on the face and
the first letter of the associated name. Half of the JOLs were made immediately after first
studying a face-name pair, while the other half were made after a delay of six or seven
intervening face-name pairs. Then, at test, participants were shown the faces along with the first
letter of the corresponding names and asked to recall the names that were paired with the faces.
When a name was produced, participants were further asked to describe whether they recollected
the name as being paired with the face ("Recollect"), whether the name came to mind
automatically without any recollective details ("Know"), or whether they had no memory for the
face-name pairing ("No Memory").
We predicted that name recall would be better in the delayed, as compared to immediate,
JOL condition based on the idea that a delayed JOL trial provides participants with a second
study opportunity. This result would also be consistent with the self-fulfilling prophesy
hypothesis of the delayed JOL effect (Spellman & Bjork, 1992). We also predicted a delayed
JOL effect with our face-name stimuli, such that JOL accuracy would be higher in the delayed,
as compared to immediate, JOL condition (Watier & Collin, 2011). Finally, replicating prior
work by Daniels and colleagues (Daniels et al., 2009, Toth et al., 2011) we expected JOLs to be
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highest for names that were actively recollected (i.e., given a "Recollect" judgment) at test,
compared to those that were generated more automatically, accompanied only by familiarity
("Know") or no feeling of memory ("No memory"). Importantly, however, we expected the
pattern of JOLs for Recollect, Know, and No Memory judgments to differ in the immediate and
delayed conditions, reflecting the differential diagnosticity of these judgment at these separate
points in time. This pattern would be consistent with the monitoring dual-memory hypothesis
(Dunlosky & Nelson, 1992). It would also extend Daniels' et al. dual-process approach to JOL
accuracy by showing that, rather than being exclusively based on recollection, under the
appropriate conditions JOL accuracy could also be supported by more automatic forms of
memory.

METHODS
Participants
Fifty-two young adults (nfemale = 36, nmale = 16; mean age = 19.21) were recruited for the
experiment. All of the participants were undergraduates at the University of North Carolina
Wilmington and participated in the experiment in exchange for course credit. The data from four
subjects were not included in the final results; two due to computer failure, one for being
underage (17 years old), and one for failing to answer all but nine of the 144 test items. The final
sample consisted of 48 young adults (nfemale = 34, nmale = 14; mean age = 19.15).
Materials
The stimuli consisted of names and faces obtained from the Face Database created by
Park and Minear (2004). One-hundred and forty-four neutral Caucasian faces were chosen from
the database with equal numbers of men and women. Out of the database’s list of faces, we
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discarded pictures with features that we considered too distinctive, including unusual hair styles
or color, facial piercings, distracting jewelry, and overly colorful clothing. The faces that were
not discarded were then divided into two age groups: young (18-29 years of age) and old (60+
years of age). The stimuli were then categorized by gender, leaving four groups of 144 faces: 36
young-female, 36 young-male, 36 old-female, and 36 old-male. Next, the names that would
correspond to the faces were selected from the US Social Security Administration’s online name
database (2011). The most popular names for newborns from the years 1940 and 1990 were used
to represent the old and young faces, respectively. These names were controlled for overlapping
stimuli (names occurring in both lists) then randomly assigned to the facial stimuli in their
respective demographics.
After assigning the names to the faces, the 36 stimuli in each of the four demographics
were divided again and assigned to three groups of 48 names and faces (12 of each
demographic). These three groups of pairs were rotated in three counter-balances so that each
participant would study and be tested on one set of name-face pairs with immediate JOLs,
another set of name-face pairs with delayed JOLs, and another set of new/unstudied stimuli that
were only presented in the test phase. The experiments were programmed and run using E-Prime
2.0 (Psychology Software Tools, Pittsburgh, PA). Eleven keys were labeled across the top of the
keyboard, “~” to “0”, but were re-labeled “0” to “100” in intervals of 10 in order for the
participant to make predictive memory estimates.
Procedure
Each participant was tested in a separate room with a computer and a research assistant to
facilitate. Prior to beginning the experiment, each participant was asked to fill out a brief survey
as well as a consent form approved by UNCW’s Institutional Review Board (IRB). If the
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participant was under the age of 18, they were asked to fill out a separate consent form and were
allowed to take part in the experiment to gain credit, though their results were labeled as
unusable. The experiment began with instructions on how the participant would be shown two
kinds of slides during the study phase, one showing a face-name pair and a second that would
ask the participant for a judgment of how well they would recall the name when later shown the
face and first letter of the name. The directions also explained how half of the name-face pairs
would have judgment slides that would be delayed by six or seven other study trials that were
both immediate and delayed. After completing four practice items, the subjects were then asked
to give a global JOL for how well they would recall the 96 names at test.
During the study phase, participants saw a randomized list of 48 immediate items and 48
delayed items. Although the order in which the pairs were presented was randomized, the
manner in which the delayed and immediate items were presented was manually programmed by
the researchers prior to the experiment in order for the two slides in each delayed item to be
correctly separated by a certain number of stimuli. To make sure that all of the delayed items
would have equal delays, filler items were added at the end of the study phase. These stimuli
were not used at test.
In the judgment trials, the participant was presented with a JOL scale (0 to 100) that
would indicate how likely they were to recall the individual’s name when presented with the
corresponding face. A rating of 0 indicated that the participant would absolutely not be able to
remember the name on a future test while a rating of 100 would indicate they would be
absolutely certain they would be able to remember the name. The participant was encouraged to
use any reasonable means to remember the faces, including facial features and mnemonic
devices. Participants were also asked to use the entire JOL scale to present their levels of
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certainty more accurately. The participant did not have a time limit to study the pair and make
their JOL decision. After entering the JOL, the next face-name pair would immediately appear
on the screen.
Upon completion of the study phase, participants were asked to give another global
judgment indicating how well they believed they would be able to remember the names of the 96
stimuli. This judgment represented the relative percentage of names they would be able to
correctly recall when shown a face and the first letter of the name. After this judgment, the
participants were given instructions on how to complete the test portion of the experiment. These
directions explained the nature of the recall task and which memory judgments corresponded
with certain types of memory. The participants were asked to try and recall the name that was
paired with the face at study. If an individual was prompted with a face and the first letter of the
name and remembered the corresponding name along with specific details about the pair (such as
facial features, hair, etc.), he/she would tell the experimenter the name that they recalled and a
“Recollect” judgment. If the subject remembered the name when prompted with the
corresponding stimuli but did not specifically remember details associated with initially studying
it, then the participant would be asked to provide the name and a “Know” judgment. Like the
definitions originally set out by Toth, Daniels, and Solinger (2011), this term was substituted for
“Familiarity” so that the subjects would not confuse familiarity for the face in the pair with the
strength of their memory for the name (see McCabe & Soderstrom, 2011, for more on the
subject). If the participant had no memory for the item or could not remember the name that
corresponded with the face, then the subject was asked to respond with “No Memory” and the
name that they believed corresponded to the item. If the individual could not remember the name
and could not produce a name that could belong to the face, then he/she was asked to respond
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with “Pass” and the response was coded with five “x’s”. Each of these stimuli was presented one
at a time with no time limitations. Similar to the study phase, each item had two slides—one that
presented the face with the first letter of the name and another that showed the face, the name
that was recalled by the participant, and the judgment options “Recollect,” “Know,” and “No
Memory” at the bottom of the screen. For this task, the participant verbally told the experimenter
the name that they recalled and the memory judgment associated with the recalled name for the
experimenter to type in to the computer. This was done in order to reduce the number of different
possible spellings for a given name so that the memory data could be coded more easily.
After completing the recall task, the participants were thanked, given course credit, and
dismissed from the experiment.

RESULTS
For the analyses of the results, t-tests and ANOVAs with a repeated-measures design
were used to explore possible significant values. Each significant t-test reported includes the tcritical value (t), the degrees of freedom (df), and the p-value. For ANOVA’s with significant
values, the F value, the p-value, mean square error (MSE), and effect size (partial eta squared, or
ηp2) were reported. Unless otherwise specified, an alpha level of .05 (p < .05) was used for all
statistical tests.
Judgments of learning
To begin the analysis, we examined the average judgments that participants made
throughout the experiment as functions of the types of ratings, the conditions the judgments were
made in, and of their overall performance. Prior to and immediately after studying the name-face
items, participants were prompted to make a global judgment indicating the proportion of items
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Figure 2. Mean JOLs provided by the participants before and after the presentation of the nameface items during the study phase of the experiment. A t-test showed a significant decrease in
predicted memory performance after studying all of the pairs.
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they believed they would remember at test. A paired-samples t-test analyzing these JOLs
indicates a significant decrease in average judgments between the pre- and post-study JOLs,
t(47) = 8.90, p < .001. This shows that, overall, participants tended to lower their expectations
about future memory performance after all of the name-face pairs were presented (Figure 2).
A similar analysis was performed on the list-wide (LW) JOLs for both the delayed and
immediate conditions. These LW JOLs are calculations of the averages of all the JOLs made in
every judgment type (R/K/N) and provide a holistic perspective to the JOLs made in each
condition. When the LW JOLs were analyzed across conditions (delayed vs. immediate) using a
paired-samples t-test, no effect was found, t(47) = .817, p < .417. While this pattern initially
seems counter-intuitive to the theoretical expectations set out by the delayed-JOL effect, the lack
of effect can be explained by examining the interaction amongst the average JOLs made for R,
K, and N judgments by condition (see JOL Accuracy, below).
Lastly, we examined the interaction between the immediate/delayed conditions and the
test responses and found the relationship to be significant, F(2, 94) = 46.107, MSE = 91.727, p
<.001, ηp2 = .495. This shows that Recollect, Know, and No Memory each have significantly
different values from one another when analyzed as a function of their JOL type (see Figure 3).
We wanted to explore this interaction further and ran t-tests on the average JOL scores for each
response type. We found that the average JOL for R responses in the delayed condition was
higher than that for the immediate condition, t(47) = .-5.908, p < .001, while that for N
responses was lower, t(47) = 6.358, p < .001. There was no significant difference between JOLs
for K responses in the immediate versus delayed conditions, t(47) = -.19, p = .85. The data thus
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Figure 3. Mean JOLs for different response types (R/K/N) as a function of their condition
(delayed/immediate).
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show an interesting cross-over pattern in which the delayed R judgments are higher than the
immediate R judgments, the K judgments almost identical in each condition, and the delayed N
judgments are lower than the immediate N judgments. The average JOLs are higher in both
conditions for conscious influences on memory, but for Know and No Memory responses in the
immediate condition, the judgments are not significantly different. Compared to judgments made
in the immediate condition, whose average JOLs decrease across the responses, those made
immediately are much more prone to inaccuracies in perceived future performance for items that
are later recalled with lower levels of certainty (i.e. Know and No Memory).
Memory performance
To calculate memory performance, we examined the average JOLs made for each R/K/N
judgment and then took the difference of the “hit” rates (i.e., R & K judgments to studied names
that were recalled) and “false alarm” rates (i.e., R & K judgments to unstudied names that were
output). Table 1 shows the proportion of R, K, and N responses for both studied and unstudied
stimuli. Note that there was no immediate/delayed distinction for unstudied stimuli (i.e., a
common set of face+first-letter cues was used to establish a false alarm rate for both conditions)
so this data is reported in the "Overall" row only. Note as well that the table includes a measure
of estimated familiarity (F) equal to K/(1-R) based on the assumption that Recollect and Know
are based on familiarity and recollection which make independent contributions to memory
performance (see Jacoby, Yonelinas, & Jennings, 1997). We also looked at the overall mean
accuracy of the scores by subtracting the proportion of false alarms from the proportion of hits of
recollect (R), know (K), and computed familiarity (K/[1-R]) (Figure 4).
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Table 1. Proportions of R, K, K/(1-R), and N as a function of condition (immediate/delayed) and
whether they were studied or not. All of the Unstudied proportions are similar since those items
were only presented at test.
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Figure 4. Overall memory accuracy for the studied items as a function of response type (R/K/N)
and condition (immediate/delayed) with computed familiarity (K/[1-R]).
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The analysis of the accuracy of overall memory performance (i.e. hits – false alarms)
showed a significant difference between the immediate and delayed conditions, F(1, 47) =
39.277, MSE = .007, p <.001, ηp2 = .455. No matter which judgment was made at test, the
condition seems to enhance overall memory performance, a result that we expected to find as per
the expectations of the delayed-JOL effect. The analysis also showed a significant difference in
accuracy scores of overall memory performance for the different response types (including
calculated familiarity) regardless of the condition, F(2, 94) = 18.271, MSE = .023, p <.001, ηp2 =
.280. Recollect, know, and calculated familiarity were all found to be significantly different from
each other with R having more overall accuracy than K, but lower than F. This higher overall
memory accuracy for computed familiarity was also found in the results of Toth et al. (2011).
Lastly, we found significant interactions between the JOL type and condition for overall
accuracy in memory performance. To explore this, three paired-samples t-tests were run
comparing the immediate and delayed conditions in each judgment type. With the R judgment, a
significant difference in the delayed and immediate conditions was found, indicating higher
corrected memory performance for items that were delayed, t(47) = -3.937, p < .001. This
difference between the immediate and delayed conditions was also found for the K judgment,
t(47) = -2.536, p < .01, as well as calculated familiarity (F), t(47) = -5.241, p < .001. This
indicates that conscious (R), automatic (K), and calculated familiarity (F) are different from one
another as well as when they are applied as factors of the immediate and delayed conditions,
though the significance is not as strong as the other F-values. Overall, this indicates that while
the memory accuracies amongst the judgment types and between the conditions are significantly
different, these two variables together do not produce largely different memory accuracy values,
though the relationship is significant
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JOL accuracy
The very last analysis that we made with these data was to examine the overall JOL
accuracy according to condition (immediate/delayed). To do this, we used Goodman-Kruskal
(1954) gamma correlation coefficients modified for metamemory studies. In our study, gamma
correlations were computed by dividing the total number of concordant memory judgment pairs
(P) minus the discordant pairs (Q) by the sum of the concordant and discordant pairs together, or
gammas = (P-Q)/(P+Q). Every subject’s gamma correlation coefficient was then averaged
together according to condition. To differentiate the different ways memory can be defined, three
different calculations were used: a standard recognition computation that regards both R and K
responses as “old” judgments and N responses as "New" judgments, a "recollect only"
computation that treated R responses as "old" and K and N responses as “new”, and a recall only
computation that simply determined whether the target item (i.e. the name originally paired with
the face) was produced. With each of these different calculations, the delayed and immediate
conditions were differentiated, as shown in Figure 5.
Overall, gamma correlations for delayed judgments in each of the three codings were
found to be significantly higher than those made in the immediate condition. To explore these
interactions, we ran paired-sample t-tests comparing the delayed and immediate gamma
correlation coefficients in each calculation. Gammas in the Standard Coding show that
metamemory was significantly more accurate when the JOLs were delayed, t(47) = -2.152, p <
05. Accuracy was also found to be significantly increased for delayed JOLs in Recall Only
Coding, t(47) = -3.536, p < .001. With Recollection Only Coding, however, the two conditions
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Figure 5. Average Goodman-Kruskal gamma correlations for the delayed and immediate
conditions as a function of memory condition coding. Standard Coding was computed by
regarding the R and K judgments as “old” and N as “new”, Recollection Only Coding was
computed by only regarding R as “old” and K and N as “new”, and Recall Only Coding was
computed by scoring data based on whether the participant produced the correct target.
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were not found to be significantly different from each other, t(47) = -1.96, p = .056. Furthermore,
the analysis of the variability of the accuracy of the immediate condition in all codings was
found to be much higher than in the delayed condition, indicating both a jump in JOL accuracy
when the judgments are delayed and lower reliability in JOL accuracy for the immediate
condition. We also found that the average gamma correlations in each calculation (Standard,
Recognition Only, Recall Only) were significantly different from each other, F(2, 94) = 3.848,
MSE = .061, p < .005, ηp2 = .076. Lastly, we found that the average gamma correlation
coefficients for each coding calculation as a function of their condition were not significantly
different from each other, indicating a consistency in gamma correlation coefficients for each
condition over the codings, F(2, 94) = .748, MSE = .050, p = .476, ηp2 = .016. This homogeneity
in the gamma correlations confirms the accuracy of the calculations since they are expected to
compute relatively similar values despite their conceptual differences.
To examine the relationship between mean JOL (delayed vs. immediate) and response
(R/K/N) type, a repeated measures, within-subjects ANOVA was computed on the JOLs, sorted
according to how the relevant pairs were classified in the test phase (R/K/N). Given the results
from the previous List-Wide analysis, we did not expected to find a main effect for the
immediate versus delayed conditions, which indeed was what we found, F(1, 47) = .005, MSE =
191.801, p = .943, ηp2 < .001. Again, this indicates that overall, participants did not report higher
JOL in the delayed versus immediate condition. However, we did find a main effect for the three
types of responses (R/K/N) at test, F(2, 94) = 98.46, MSE = 161.01, p < .001, ηp2 = .677.
Regardless of the condition, the means of the JOLs for each response type were found to be
statistically different from one another. As expected, average JOLs for Recollect was
significantly higher than those for No Memory, t(47) = 11.298, p < .001. Average JOLs for
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“Recollect” judgments were also significantly higher than those for “Know” judgments, t(47) =
9.040, p < .001. Finally, “Know” judgments had significantly higher JOLs in comparison to “No
Memory” judgments, t(47) = 5.632, p < .001. This indicates that when participants reported a
“Recollect” judgment at test, the JOLs they provided for the item were significantly higher than
those given to items rated as “Know” or “No Memory” at test, results that we expected to
coincide with the process-dissociation framework for metamemory (Gardiner, 1988).
GENERAL DISCUSSION
In reviewing the results of this study, we will focus on the main purpose of this research,
which is to explore the underlying processes that govern our accuracy (or inaccuracy) in memory
for names and faces. First, the influences of recollection and familiarity on metamemory
predictions will be examined using the framework introduced by Daniels et al. (2008) and later
appended by Toth et al. (2011). Their research concluded that recollection memory and memory
accuracy is governed by controlled (recollection) and automatic (familiarity) influences and that
both bring significant contributions to the table; however, in some cases, the latter can negatively
affect predictive memory accuracy. In testing JOL-accuracy in memory for famous celebrities
from the 1950’s and 1990’s, they found that older adults would give erroneously higher JOLs for
actors that they were familiar with (i.e. from the 1950’s) than for the actors that they were not
familiar with (i.e. from the 1990’s). Prior knowledge, an established influence on familiarity (see
Reder & Ritter, 1992), was found to be the root cause of the older subjects’ inaccuracies (Toth et
al., 2011). In regards to familiarity, we modified the dual-process memory scheme for
recollection used by Daniels et al. (2008) to encompass recall memory by replacing the
Recollect/Familiar judgments from the prior research with Recollect/Know judgments, assuming
that they are the most accurate recall-based correlates that have been demonstrated in the
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academic literature (McCabe & Soderstrom, 2011). Overall, the results do suggest that
familiarity is much less accurate in determining future memory performance, particularly with
back-sorted JOLs in the immediate condition.
Furthermore, this research also sought to explore the influence of judgment timing on
JOL-accuracy. In the metamemory literature, the delayed-JOL effect has been proven to be a
strong, positive influence on predictive and prospective memory accuracy (see Nelson &
Dunlosky, 1991; Dunlosky & Nelson, 1992). While this effect has also been observed with cued
recall involving name-face associations (Watier & Collin, 2011), we also wanted to explore the
dual-process mechanisms that are affected by delaying judgments, particularly with automatic
influences on memory (i.e. know). Overall, allowing participants to make JOLs after a delay
improved predictions in future memory performance in each analysis of the data. Furthermore,
controlled memory influences (i.e. recollection) benefitted greatly from the prolonged timing of
the judgments while JOL accuracy in regards to automatic influences did not show any benefit
and, in some cases, decreased. These results, along with the ones discussed in the earlier
paragraph, will be discussed in the context of the dual-process approach to JOL accuracy
proposed by Daniels et al. (2009) as well as the prior literature discussing the delayed-JOL
effect.
Recollect/know judgments as influences on metamemory accuracy
Consistent with prior research, controlled influences on memory (R) were found to be
much more accurate predictors of JOL accuracy than were automatic influences on memory (K).
These results are most evident in the average JOLs back-sorted by judgment type and corrected
memory performance calculations. From the data presented, we can conclude that name-face
pairs that are encoded in either of the memory conditions (immediate or delayed) will show
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greater overall accuracy for items that were produced at test and subsequently given R ratings.
Conversely, we can also conclude that names produced at test and subsequently given K ratings
will have significantly lower accuracy than ones given R ratings, though there are no significant
differences in the delayed and immediate conditions for back-sorted JOLs, a result that will be
discussed in the subsequent section. These results reflect the process-dissociation framework set
out in prior research (Daniels et al., 2008; Toth et al., 2011) and expand our understanding of
conscious and unconscious memory to name-face associations.
In exploring the theoretical implications of this dissociation, many different hypotheses
are available to explain memory for names and faces. Wixted and Mickes (2010), for example,
provided a single-state account for accuracy in prospective memory judgments by viewing
memory as a continuous variable determined by the strength of the memory and not by content.
Indeed, it would seem likely that R/K/N judgments for name-face associations would be driven
by the strength of the memory for the item (i.e. how well did I remember his/her name?), but in
terms of operational and reliable delineations of memory strength, this framework can be
troublesome. Our definitions of R and K revolved around this issue since we believe that
continuous memory strength for name-face pairs can be easily misinterpreted. A good example
of this is mistaking distinctiveness of a face (the memory cue) for increased memory strength for
the name (the target) and the pair as a whole. In testing metamemory for name-face pairs,
participant knowledge of what is truly important (or memory for the name when presented with
the face) is key in collecting and analyzing accurate predictions of future memory.
Instead of theories that emphasize strength-driven judgments, we argue that the results of
this experiment favor multi-dimensional models that are driven by content rather than perceived
memory strength. According to these multi-dimensional theories, R and K are two separate
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processes that reflect different memory experiences and are distinguished based on the amount
and quality of information that can be retrieved at the production (or lack thereof) of an item
(McCabe & Soderstrom, 2011; Rajaram, 1998). In this framework, participants are also skilled
monitors of their own memory and effectively distinguish between the two processes in their
own lives (McCabe & Geraci, 2009). We encouraged participants to use this innate expertise by
defining R as a state of memory in which specific details are remembered that link the name and
face together, such as facial oddities, hair types, and other distinctive features. This reflects
common experience since individuals rely on facial distinctiveness to provide a memory cue that
allows for them to produce the name that was associated with the face. Conversely, we defined K
as being a state of memory in which an individual believes that he or she “knows” the name that
is associated with the face, but cannot produce any distinctive details that would tie the two
together. This is also emulates casual memory experiences and reflects the common phenomenon
of “knowing” a person’s name, but not specifically remembering how or why their name was
associated with their face.
Now that a multi-dimensional model of memory judgments (R/K/N) has been
established, the issue now becomes how controlled and unconscious aspects of memory differ.
Generally, automatic influences on memory are believed to be a more form of memory since
they are shaped by heuristics such as availability of information and processing fluency (see
Jacoby, 1991). We believe that this is the case for the current experiment and draw upon the
experience of examining a face and name together. What is immediately available to the
participant at the time of the judgment, such as a name and a face, is not an accurate indication of
what will be remembered at a later time as it draws on unconsciously processed information that
is either lost or misinterpreted at test (Toth et al., 2011). In memory for these pairs, we can also
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see that prior experience in processing names and faces can contribute to automaticity and
memory inaccuracy since the process is erroneously believed to be fast, automatic, and effortless
(2011; Jacoby, 1998). This effect can be observed in the stark difference between global JOLs
that were given by the participants before and after the study phase. The 20-point decrease in
confidence indicates a tendency for individuals to perceive their expertise in memory for names
and faces to be much greater than it actually is.
Another possible explanation for the dissociation in results that we found is
distinctiveness in the faces and names. In a recent study, Watier and Collin (2012) found that
facial distinctiveness significantly increases the probability of recalling the name while faces that
were deemed as more “normal” showed lower levels of memory accuracy. While our experiment
was not designed to test the effects of distinctiveness, identifying the faces that were found to be
the most distinctive and back-sorting the JOLs and memory judgments for them would be an
interesting addition to our research.
Judgment timing as an influence on metamemory accuracy
The second effect that was expected to be found in our results was the delayed-JOL effect
in metamemory and JOLs (Nelson & Dunlosky, 1991; Dunlosky & Nelson, 1992). Consistent
with our predictions, metamemory accuracy for names and faces was significantly increased
when judgments were delayed by six or seven other stimuli. This is most evident in all of the
gamma correlation coefficient calculations, the back-sorted JOLs, and the corrected memory
performance data. Overall, these results indicate decreased accuracy in the immediate condition
across the judgment types, with the exception of Know in the back-sorted JOLs.
Similar to the interpretation of the dual-process framework that was discussed earlier, the
delayed-JOL effect has several different theoretical frameworks to explain the phenomenon.
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Dunlosky and Nelson (1997) have hypothesized that the delayed-JOL effect is a result of
transfer-appropriate monitoring (TAM), or that the environment in which the delayed judgment
is made mimics the cued-recall environment at test, therefore allowing the subject the
opportunity to review the exact environment that they will experience later at test. In our study,
the delayed and recall environments were almost identical to one another as they showed the face
and the first letter of the corresponding name, so it is plausible that the similarities can account
for the increased accuracy. Previous research has indicated, though, that TAM does not account
for memory performance with respect to names and faces, specifically with repetition priming
(Burton, Kelly, & Bruce, 1998).
Beyond TAM, there are two remaining frameworks that could account for the delayedJOL effect in name-face associations. In their original research, Dunlosky and Nelson (1992)
theorized that lower accuracy with immediate JOLs is a result of faulty monitoring since the
individuals making the judgments only have what is readily available in STM on which to base
their decision. With delayed JOLs, however, the accuracy is increased since the individuals
making the judgments can base their decisions off of what is retrieved in LTM, a much more
accurate diagnostic feature of future memory performance since LTM will ultimately determine
recall (1992). This monitoring dual memories perspective does seem plausible for our
experiment since the participants judged how well they had encoded the names when cued with
the corresponding faces when forced to make delayed JOLs. An alternative explanation to this,
however, is the self-fulfilling prophecy theory introduced by Spellman and Bjork (1992). When
the participants made a judgment for a name when cued with the corresponding face, they had
the opportunity to assess their memory for that name before encountering the same cued-memory
environment later at test. If the name could be produced, then a higher and more accurate rating
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would be given; if not, then a lower rating would be given, but with the same accuracy since both
instances made successful memory predictions.
One of the more interesting results of the study was the interaction between the time of
judgment (immediate or delayed JOLs) and judgment type (R/K/N) with the back-sorted JOL
data. In this, the average JOLs for the delayed condition made a predictable stair-stepping
sequence in which the Recollect judgments show the highest average JOLs, the Know judgments
show lower but medium average JOLs, and the No Memory judgments show the lowest average
JOLs. This is an expected effect since conscious influences on memory have shown to produce
much higher JOLs and memory accuracy (Daniels et al., 2009). In contrast, automatic influences,
while providing some positive effects on memory, have been shown to be much less accurate
predictors of future memory performance and, in some cases, been shown to significantly hinder
metamemory accuracy (Toth et al., 2011). Participants who produce names for their respective
faces without remembering any specific details associating the two should provide judgments
that are indicative of a level of uncertainty. Finally, No Memory judgments should be the lowest
since, a result that was observed in the delayed condition. In the immediate condition, however,
the results are somewhat different. While R judgments did garner higher average JOLs in the
immediate condition, there is almost no difference in mean JOLs between the K and N
judgments. Participants were as likely to give similar predictive ratings to names that were either
produced as a product of automaticity or not produced at all. One possible explanation for this
effect is the cue-utilization framework that suggests that inaccuracy in immediate JOLs can be
explained by the judgments being based exclusively on components of the subjective (automatic)
experience at encoding, specifically processing fluency (Koriat, 1997; Koriat, Bjork, Sheffer, &
Bar, 2004). According to this framework, the decreased JOLs of R in the immediate condition
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when compared to the delayed condition and the similarities in K and N in the immediate
condition are a result of participants erroneously judging their on-line encoding experience with
names and faces as sustainable memory for the pairs. This would cause items that would
eventually be forgotten to be given ratings that were as high as those for names that were
eventually judged as K and leave no clear distinction between the two ratings.

Conclusions
Overall, the implications of our findings mark new territory for the understanding of
memory and metamemory for name-face pairs. First, we can conclude that name-face pairs are
governed by the same two memory processes (conscious and automatic) that have been observed
in previous research. Secondly, timing in respect to the presentation of prospective memory
judgments had been shown to make a significant contribution to the accuracy of metamemory
predictions for names and faces, specifically when the judgments are presented at a delay. These
results reflect the findings of previous studies on the subject (Daniels et al., 2008; Toth et al.,
2011) and provide new insight into the nature of memory for names and faces. Overall, this
research indicates that automaticity and timing of the judgments are underlying causes of
memory inaccuracy for name-face pairs and provide new implications for future theory and
memory research.
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